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a b s t r a c t

Flash memory has its unique characteristics: the write operation is much more costly than the read
operation, and in-place updating is not allowed. In this paper, we analyze how these characteristics affect
the performance of clustering and non-clustering methods for record management, and show that non-
clustering is more suitable in flash memory environment. Also, we identify the problems of the existing
non-clustering method when applied to flash memory environment without any modification, and
propose an effective method for record management in flash memory databases. This method, which
is basically based on the non-clustering method, tries to store consecutively inserted records in the same
page in order to make it possible to process them with only one write operation. In this paper, we call this
method group write. Moreover, we propose two novel techniques for achieving efficient group writes:
(1) dedicated buffers for group writes and (2) free space lists managed in main memory for maintaining
only those pages having large free space. Our method greatly improves the write performance of database
applications running in flash memory. For performance evaluation, we conduct a variety of experiments.
The results show that our method achieves speed up by up to 1.67 times compared with the original
non-clustering method.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Characterized by low power consumption, non-volatility, and
high mobility, flash memory is widely used as storage media for
mobile devices [7]. Unlike other storage media, flash memory has
its unique characteristics: first, the difference between speeds of
read and write operations is significant with flash memory [4,8].
Second, the physical characteristic of flash memory makes the
in-place update impossible. To update data, its containing page1

has to be invalidated first, and then newly updated data is written
onto a different physical page [28,30]. Third, flash memory requires
the erase operation to resume the invalidated page. The erase oper-
ation requires a very high cost and occurs mainly due to frequent
write operations, particularly when updating existing pages [14].
Therefore, it is very important to reduce the number of write opera-
tions in flash memory.

Recently, as a capacity of flash memory grows rapidly, the appli-
cation of flash memory as alternative storage media to disk is
increasing. This naturally raised the necessity of studies for flash-
based DBMSs to find out ways that allow to efficiently store and
manage massive data directly on flash memory.

With a proper software layer such as Flash Translation Layer
(FTL), which makes flash memory behave as a block device like
disk, we can employ the same methods used in conventional
disk-based DBMSs without any modification [16]. However,
conventional disk-based DBMSs do not consider the characteristics
of flash memory at all, this approach fails to provide good
performance.

In order to overcome such limitations, researches on flash-
based DBMSs have been performed. A typical storage system in a
conventional DBMS consists of five layers: storage, buffer, index,
record, and scan management layers [9]. Previous studies mainly
focused on the prior three layers, i.e., flash-aware methods for stor-
age [7,15], buffer [18–20], and index [1,17] management. However,
to the extent of our knowledge, there have been no previous stud-
ies on a record management method that handles the insertion,
deletion, and placement of records, and significantly affects the
overall performance of a DBMS.

Two types of record management methods are widely used in
disk-based DBMSs: clustering and non-clustering [9]. With the
clustering method, records with similar key values are stored at
physically adjacent pages. Whereas, with the non-clustering meth-
od, records are stored at pages having available space regardless of
their key values. In disk-based DBMSs, the clustering method is
more popular than the non-clustering one because the perfor-
mance of range queries can be significantly improved if the records
of similar key values are stored in the same or physical adjacent
pages [9].
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Since the location of a record in the clustering method is totally
determined by its key value, the insertion of n records generally
places them into n different pages, respectively, hence requiring
n page accesses. As a result, it normally incurs n write operations.
Such a task would not pose any problem in disk environment.
However, it causes serious problems in flash memory environment
due to the speed difference between read and write operations [2].
Furthermore, they incur frequent erase operations since most of
write operations for record insertions are to update pages.

On the other hand, in case of the non-clustering method, its
inefficiency in range query processing would be compensated by
the high speed of a read operation in flash memory. The non-
clustering method is also expected to show superior performance
of record insertions owing to the buffering effect that reduces the
number of write operations and also the number of erase opera-
tions [2]. Through extensive preliminary experiments, this paper
indeed shows the superiority of the non-clustering method over
the clustering counterpart in overall performance in flash memory.

However, there still arise several problems with the non-
clustering method because it was not specifically designed to cater
for the characteristics of flash memory. First, a number of write
operations may be required in the same page, due to buffer
replacement. Second, the free space list is frequently updated in
case of the repetition of record insertions and deletions.

The management of a free space list is used in both clustering
and non-clustering methods for maintaining those pages that con-
tain free space for future record insertions [9]. Since pointers to
form a list are stored within pages in disk-based DBMSs [9], this
makes any modification of the list necessitate write operations
on pages, too. Thus, the management of a free space list could incur
serious performance degradation in flash memory environment.

In this paper, we propose an effective Flash-Aware Record Man-
agement (FARM) method. This method is basically based on the
non-clustering method, and tries to store consecutively inserted
records in the same page, thereby making it possible to store them
with only one write operation. In this paper, we call this method as
group write. For efficient support of group writes, we propose a
dedicated buffer for group write and a free space list for maintain-
ing in main memory only a small number of pages having large free
space. To show the superiority of the proposed method, we con-
duct a variety of experiments for performance evaluation. The re-
sults show that our method achieves speed up by up to 67%
compared with the original non-clustering method.

This paper consists of the followings: in Section 2, characteris-
tics of flash memory and related work on flash-based DBMSs are
introduced. And the difference between related work and our pro-
posed method is explained. In Section 3, as existing record man-
agement methods, clustering and non-clustering methods are
explained and their new problems arising in flash memory envi-
ronment are addressed. In Section 4, performance analysis on clus-
tering and non-clustering methods in flash memory environment
are presented. In Section 5, our new method is described in detail.
In Section 6, performance analysis is conducted to verify the supe-
riority of our proposed method. Finally, in Section 7, this paper is
wrapped up with conclusions.

2. Related work

2.1. Flash memory: a background

In this section, we introduce the characteristics of flash mem-
ory. Read and write operations are carried out in a 512 B page
while an erase operation is done in a 16 KB block that is composed
of multiple pages [2]. Table 1 shows the execution time of read,
write, and erase operations in flash memory, main memory

(DRAM), and hard disk [25–27]. In flash memory, a write operation
and an erase operation require their processing time longer than a
read operation, 10 times and 75 times, respectively.

Recent studies showed that the speed gap between read and
write operations would further increase 3.5–10 times once flash
memory is fragmented [6]. Therefore, even if the initial speed
gap between read and write operations is getting smaller owing
to the recent hardware and software techniques, the minimization
of write operations is still crucial for improving overall system
performance.

In flash memory, stored data cannot be in-place updated. This
characteristic causes a high-level of overhead as follows: first,
since store the newly updated data onto a different page, if there
is no free page for allocation in the same block, then all the valid
pages in the block have to be copied to another block.2 Second, fre-
quent page updates give rise to erase operations. When a page up-
date operation is executed, the page having old data is invalidated.
In order to use this invalid page again, we need to make it cleared
by an erase operation.

When a block is erased, all the valid data within the block needs
to be copied to another block first, which is also very costly [17].
Furthermore, the number of erase operations allowed in a block
is limited [31]. Once this limit is reached, the block can no longer
be used. Therefore, the erase operation shortens the service life
of flash memory.

Consequently, one has to consider a way to reduce the number
of write operations, particularly update operations, when design-
ing a record management method for flash memory. Based on this
observation, we investigate clustering and non-clustering meth-
ods, both of which are widely used for record management, in
the view point of flash memory.

2.2. Flash Translation Layer

Flash Translation Layer (FTL) makes flash memory appear to a
block device like disk, and is typically stored within flash memory
[16]. One of the important roles of FTL is to map a logical page
address, used by a file system or a DBMS, to a physical page address
in flash memory. Owing to the mapping, we can apply the same
methods used in conventional disk-based DBMSs to flash memory
environment without modifications.

The mapping can be managed at the page-level, block-level, or
hybrid [3,10,16,22].

� In page-level mapping [10], a logical page can be mapped to a
physical page in any location of flash memory. Therefore,
page-level mapping can greatly reduce valid pages copying cost.
However, the size of the page-level mapping table is too large to
be managed in main memory, it is hardly used in embedded
environment.
� In block-level mapping [3], a logical block, which consists of a set

of logically adjacent pages, is mapped into a physical block in
flash memory. A logical page is mapped to a fixed offset of its

Table 1
Processing time taken for each operation type in various storage media.

Read operation Write operation Erase operation

NAND flash 20 ls/512 B 200 ls/512 B 1.5 ms/16 KB
DRAM 39 ns/1 KB 39 ns/1 KB –
Hard disk 5.7 ms/1 MB 5.7 ms/1 MB –

2 This happens only when block-level mapping and hybrid mapping are used in FTL
as an address assigning method and does not happen in page-level mapping.
However, page-level mapping is hardly used in embedded environment where the
amount of main memory in flash disk is limited.
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